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Quick caveat!
I’m not a legal or licence expert!

But what follows is from lived experience running an evolving, 25+
year old archive.

What is CEDA?
Centre for Environmental Data Analysis
Mission: To provide data and information
services for environmental science
~30 staff, mixture of data scientists and
software engineers in STFC RAL Space

• Expertise in:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Earth observation
Climate modelling
Aircraft measurements
Data standards
Data services
… and much more!

CEDA Data
Data Type

Data Volume
(Petabytes)

Earth Observation

11.1

Atmospheric Science

5.2
Total 16.3 PB

Users by Discipline

•
•
•
•

5622 datasets
In 576 dataset collections
Covering ~ 224 million files
> 57,600 registered users
(+ unregistered users)

Data Licences
• Have used over 100 data licences over 25 year period
• Still have 80+ licences in operation
• Drop mainly due to move towards standard licences (CC,
UK Open Gov licences, Closed-Use generic licences)
• Many bespoke, project-orientated licences of varying
quality remain

Licence related questions
• Users want to know which datasets are available for:
•
•
•
•

Commercial use
Policy use (both government and NGOs)
Personal use
Teaching use

•

E.g. number of commercial datasets

• Stakeholders want to know what ‘impact’ we have
Both use-cases centre around filtering datasets by permitted
use.
Note - this is use-types not user-types, as academic users may
do commercial or policy work for example.

Ideal
Some sort of usage-rights filter akin to those on Google
Image… but with greater nuance

2014 - new catalogue and 1st licence review
CEDA released new ISO standard data catalogue, but :
•
•

no ability to search by permitted use
No list of commercially available datasets

Set out to see if we could classify licences to support these requirements
What did we find?
•
•
•

Quality of licence varies enormously
Range of licences from very specific to generic licences
Identified broad categories of permitted-use

Essentially, a bit of a licencing wild-west has existed over the years.
What we found confirmed assumptions from > 12 years experience of
dataset application administration

CEDA licences: the Good
•
•
•

Generic or organisation level licences
Well structured
Clearly defined use-scope

CEDA licences: the Good, the Bad
•
•
•

Not really a licence!
Very little content
Don’t indicate what use you can make of the data!

CEDA licences: the Good, the Bad and the Ugly!
•
•
•
•

An amalgam of different content:
Data management details
Some licence content
Hard to determine permitted-use

CEDA licences: making use of what we found
•
•

Commercial datasets now listed
But still not a search facet

2019 - 2nd licence classification review and refinement
Classification scheme revised and codified to support the
following use cases:
1. Provide a search mechanism for stakeholders to find
datasets for a given use type
2. A quick short hand to show users the permitted-use of a
dataset in catalogue record listing and views
3. Aid internal review to find meaningful licences (and avoid
re-use of old, unsuitable licences)
4. Ensure that licences have been check if they are legally
sound
5. Aid licence selection for DMP purposes
(6. Aid quick access application assessment against licences)

academic

m ay be us ed for academ ic res earch, res ulting in res ults being publically available

commercial

m ay be us ed for financial gain

educational

m ay be us ed for educational purpos es

✓

✓

✓

✓

Licence selection

any use is permitted

Legality audit

any

Internal audit

Definition
Search Facets

Code

Licence tagging

2019 - 2nd licence classification review and refinement

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

policy

m ay be us ed internally within organis ations to aid developm ent of policies and procedures , ✓
including governm ental us e

✓

✓

personal

m ay be us ed for pers onal, non-com m ercial, us e

✓

✓

✓

specific

s pecifically defined perm itted us e given, s ee licence for details

unclear

the perm itted us e is not clearly defined within the term s of the licence

uns tated

no permitted use has been stated by the licence

unclassified

no use review yet undertaken

legal

has been reviewed by a legal expert and found to be acceptable

notlegal

has been reviewed by a legal expert and found to be legally unsound

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

2019 - Making use of the classification scheme
The review process has helped CEDA
follow much better licence practice!

Clear structure for:
•
•

choosing one of 12 main generic licences (including a set of new generic
licences covering ‘Closed-use’ and ‘Restricted-Use’ requirements)
to choose from and guidelines to assess bespoke licences where these are
essential

CEDA Implementation plan
• Classification scheme applied to licences (done)
• Storing licence permitted-use classification scheme in
catalogue (next few months)
• Setting up search facet in CEDA catalogue (by end of
year?)
• Review how to annotate export version of records (e.g.
put this in ISO19115 ‘usage limitation’ text, but this lacks
any encoded way to support external interpretation)
Summary: we have a workable local solution only.

Benefits of standardisation
•
•
•
•

External portals able to provide search licence facets
Agreed definitions
Universally understood by users
Could look at encoding other licence aspects (e.g. need for
attribution, geographic limits, time-limits)

One approach:
Build on licence clause work of Software Ontology:
For more details see:
https://jbiomedsem.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/2041-1480-5-25
Though for recent work see:

https://github.com/allysonlister/swo/blob/master/LicenceHierarchy.md - version 1.7 was released on Monday!

Software Ontology Licence Clauses

}

Recognisable from Open data license

I.e. this is user-type focused, not use-focused
This only has some uses covered, more needed (.. but that’s OK as it’s based on Open World Assumptions)

Software Ontology Licence Clauses

Feedback from poster session at RDA 14
Summary of comments from poster session mentioned:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Split the code list into a multidimensional model/structure
This codifying of licences would aid Virtual Research Environments (data and tools) to bring
together different resources by their permitted use
Would aid selection of resources for hackathons
Discussing how to address licences identified as having issues, suggestion was to look at examples
where copyright issues have been resolved
Carr’s work on data use agreements elements presented at a previous RDA could be relevant
Other licence aspects to consider:
• What about CARE as well as FAIR?

Question - does the code list cover artistic/performance use?

Poster available at:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1p6l0YAPcnf16k0uP
mspd6xohuDYGjQbufpV8ieMRVIo/edit?usp=sharing

Next steps?

THE END

The dream?

Licence clause filters
available

Meaningful permitted-usage icons for quick reference

Licence: permitted use types
Academic use (3901)
Commercial use (1171)
Policy Use (2052)
Personal Use (1453)
Artistic Use (4)

See licence

See licence
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